
carry on
Strength and reliability.



free  
time.

...so you’ll be taking the bikes 
along too!



The cleverly designed Hapro Atlas and Hapro Strada bicycle carriers will 
carry your entire family’s bikes with pleasure. And with the Hapro Giro 
your car will shoulder your bikes without complaint. So you can take along 
everything you need in the best way possible. Safely, quickly and easily 
mounted and securely locked in place, for years of travel pleasure.

Your car is not a stubborn beast of burden.

HAPrO CArrIerS, YOUr 
PerfeCT PACK mULe.
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The Hapro Atlas is a very cleverly designed, exceptionally compact and attractive 
looking bicycle carrier for the back of your car. Strong, safe and covered by a 
three-year warranty, the Hapro Atlas is the reliable partner for adventurous 
excursions. Attaching and securing this elegantly designed bicycle carrier 
couldn’t be simpler: thanks to the quick mounting system, rock-solid attachment 
to any common towing hook is accomplished with just a flick of the wrist. 

CArrYInG… POwer! Carry electric bikes? with ease! The Hapro Atlas 2 Premium 
e-bike does it. Thanks to the sturdy construction it has a greater carrying 
capacity, and the additional distance between the wheel holders provides 
sufficient room for two electric bicycles with a battery or even a central motor.

HAPrO AtLAs, HIT  
THe rOAD wITH eASe.
Powerhouse with a friendly nod.
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HAPrO AtLAs, HIT  
THe rOAD wITH eASe.
Powerhouse with a friendly nod.

Light units: 
The two Premium versions are equipped with fold-away 
light units. This allows the number plate to be easily 
slid in and protects the lamps while in storage.

Theft prevention: 
To prevent theft, the lock on the towing hook 
mounting system ensures that the bicycle carrier 
cannot be detached without a key.

Quick mounting system: 
The Hapro Atlas provides quick, rock-solid 
attachment to any common towing hook. what’s 
more, this bicycle carrier is designed for easy tilting, 
even with bicycles in place. So you can access the 
boot without any need to remove the bikes.

Frame holders: 
The frame holders can be easily 
repositioned for the perfect fit and provide 
optimum stability. The soft protective 
layer on the inside prevents sliding and 
damage to the bicycle frame. each of 
the frame holders has a separate lock. 

Wheel holders: 
The adjustable wheel holders 
slide easily, so the bicycle wheels 
can be positioned perfectly 
before being secured in place 
with the quick-fit clasps. 

Hapro Atlas 2 Premium e-bike
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SOPHISTICATeD CArrYInG SYSTeM
The Hapro Atlas is designed to be tilted, so you can access the rear hatch without  
having to remove the bicycles. with the Hapro Atlas you can easily take along one,  
two or three bikes. The two Premium versions, one of which is also suitable for  
e-bikes, are equipped with fold-away light units. This allows the number plate to be 
easily slid in and protects the lamps during storage.
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LeAVe YOUr 
CAreS BeHiND.
...take the bicycles with you.



The Hapro Strada is an elegant, lightweight, compact bicycle carrier for the back of 
your car. You quickly and firmly attach the handsomely designed, largely aluminium 
Hapro Strada to the towing hook using the One-Move-Lock system: mounting and 
locking all in one simple motion. You also get the peace of mind of a 3-year warranty. 

Have electric bicycles? no problem! The Hapro Strada e-bike M perfectly 
accommodates one or two e-bikes. Thanks to the additional distance between the 
wheel holders there is sufficient room for two electric bicycles with a battery or 
even a central motor. with the (optional) drive up rail the bicycles can be easily 
rolled onto the carrier, without lifting, so you can quickly be on your way. 

HAPrO strADA,  
SIMPLY UnIQUe.
Stylish, strong specimen.
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HAPrO strADA,  
SIMPLY UnIQUe.
Stylish, strong specimen.

Wheel holders: 
The wheel holders can be easily slid to  
the correct position. 

Theft prevention: 
Thanks to the lock on the towing  
hook mounting system, the Hapro  
Strada stays where you put it,  
preventing theft. 

Easy-Slide: 
The Hapro Strada’s easy-Slide system provides 
access to the rear hatch at all times. Using this 
special system, you pull the (loaded) bicycle 
carrier towards you with ease, allowing access 
to the boot. This makes it simple to carry up 
to three bicycles while retaining access to the 
rear hatch. with the extension kit you can even 
carry four bicycles, with the same ease!

Frame holders: 
The frame holders with special hold-down straps hold 
any bicycle securely and have individual frame locks. 

Hapro Strada 3
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for transport of one or more bicycles on top of your car the Hapro Giro is the 
solution. Stylish aluminium design features beautifully designed plastic components 
that hold every bicycle in an unbreakable grip. Quality, backed by a 3-year warranty.

LOADeD SIMPLICITY. You can carry all of the family bicycles using several  
Hapro Giros. The sophisticated fit-Lock system makes loading a snap and allows  
you to bring along your bicycles to the chosen destination, safely and comfortably.  
The Hapro Giro is suitable for carrying up to 17 kg. when the Hapro Giro is not in  
use, it is easy to fold up for less wind resistance, and looks good, too. The Hapro Giro  
is also the perfect companion to a Hapro roof box.

HAPrO giro,  
STYLISH TrAnSPOrT.
On the shoulders...
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Quick en flexible: 
Adjustable wheel holders.

Protect your belongings: 
Lock on the bicycle frame mount.

Strong and slender: 
when the Hapro Giro is not in use, it is easy  
to fold up for less wind resistance, and looks  
good, too.

Fit-Lock: 
every bicycle frame with a round profile of  
between 22 and 80 mm or oval profile measuring 
up to 80 x 100 mm snaps into place simply 
and safely with the fit-Lock system.
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All the ins and outs.

sPeCifiCATIOnS.
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atlasspecifications Atlas 2 Atlas 2 Premium e-bike Atlas 3 Atlas 3 Premium

max. number of bicycles 2 2 3 3

L x W x H (cm)
63 x 95 x 86
95 x 95 x 28 (folded)

70 x 109 x 86
95 x 95 x 28 (folded)

79 x 95 x 86
95 x 95 x 28 (folded)

80 x 109 x 86
93 x 95 x 28 (folded)

Colour black black black black

Weight 14 kg 16,5 kg 16 kg 18 kg

max. load 25 + 25 kg 30 + 30 kg 25 + 25 + 15 kg 25 + 25 + 15 kg

max. diameter bicycle frame 25 - 50 mm 25 - 50 mm 25 - 50 mm 25 - 50 mm

Distance between bicycles 19 cm 26 cm 19 cm 19 cm

max. height tyre + rim bicycle 60 mm 60 mm 60 mm 60 mm

Lock on bicycle-frame clamps yes yes yes yes

Lock on bicycle carrier yes yes yes yes

Adjustable wheel holders yes yes yes yes

Connector 7-pin 13-pin + 7-pin 7-pin 13-pin + 7-pin

foldable lighting no yes no yes

fog light no yes no yes

reversing light no yes no yes

Number plate lighting yes yes yes yes

tiltable yes yes yes yes

tilting angle 60º * 60º * 60º * 60º *

foldable for storage yes yes yes yes

material steel steel steel steel

Warranty 3 years 3 years 3 years 3 years

*  Can be enlarged to 80º with an adjustable bracket (optional). 
Technical specifications subject to change.



stradaspecifications strada 3 strada e-bike m

max. number of bicycles 3 2

L x W x H (cm)
72 x 100 x 75
72 x 100 x 26 (folded)

59 x 100 x 73
71 x 100 x 20 (folded)

Colour silver grey silver grey

Weight 12 kg 14 kg

max. load 22 + 22 kg 30 + 30 kg

max. diameter bicycle frame 25 - 80 mm 25 - 80 mm

Distance between bicycles 18 cm 23 cm

max. height tyre + rim bicycle 90 mm 90 mm

Lock on bicycle-frame clamps yes yes

Lock on bicycle carrier yes yes

Adjustable wheel holders yes yes

Connector 13-pin 13-pin

fog light yes yes

reversing light yes yes

Number plate lighting yes yes

easy-slide system yes -

tiltable/tilting angle - yes, 60º

foldable for storage yes yes

material steel/aluminium steel/aluminium

Warranty 3 years 3 years

 Technical specifications subject to change

extension kit strada 3+1 and e-bike m 2+1

Drive up rail
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girospecificaties giro

max. number of bicycles 1

L x W x H (cm)
132 x 13,2 x 62,5
132 x 13,2 x 12 (folded)

Colour silver grey/black

Weight 2,9 kg

max. load 17 kg

Diameter bicycle frame 22 - 80 mm, oval max. 100 x 80 mm

max. height tyre + rim bicycle 60 mm

Lock on bicycle-frame clamps yes

Adjustable wheel holders yes

foldable for storage yes

material steel/aluminium

Warranty 3 years

Technical specifications subject to change

TrULY
tAKeN.

…with my own bicycle.



www.hapro.com
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Hapro International • P.O. Box 73 • 4420 AC Kapelle • The Netherlands


